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Leagues of Votann:
Hearthkyn Warriors
Price 41.72 Euro €

Availability Usually in stock

Number 69-10

Producer code 99120118007

EAN 5011921172443

Manufacturer Games Workshop

Product description

Leagues of Votann: Hearthkyn Warriors
Well-armoured, well-trained, and equipped with an array of powerful weaponry, Hearthkyn Warriors form the backbone of
most Oathbands. Led by their Theyns, these hardy fighters lay down hails of firepower, shrugging off the enemy's return
volleys before storming in to shatter their wavering foes for good.

This multipart plastic kit builds 10 Hearthkyn Warriors, sturdy Kin soldiers clad in enclosed void armour. Each Hearthkyn
Warrior is equipped with a Autoch-pattern bolt pistol and gravitic concussion grenades, and can be armed with your choice of
an Autoch-pattern bolter or an ion blaster. The kit includes a huge armoury of weapons and wargear – you'll find a medipack,
multiwave comms array, and pan spectral scanner, as well as a magna-rail rifle, HYLas auto rifle, L7 missile launcher, and
EtaCarn plasma beamer to arm up to two specialists. There's also equipment for a Theyn, including an ion pistol, EtaCarn
plasma pistol, concussion gauntlet, plasma axe, and plasma sword.

The kit offers loads of cosmetic options, so no two squads need look the same – you’ll find both helmeted and bare heads,
Ironkin heads, extra arms holding a variety of weapons and grenades, loads of pouches and tools, and three different
cosmetic crests for the Theyn.

This set is comprised of 169 plastic components, and is supplied with 10x Citadel 28.5mm Round Bases and a Leagues of
Votann Transfer Sheet with 555 numerals, runes, and markings for prominent Leagues. These miniatures are supplied
unpainted and require assembly – we recommend using Citadel Plastic Glue and Citadel Colour paints.
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